Title word cross-reference

\((\text{maa} + \text{nbb}) = cd(\text{mcc} + \text{ndd})\) [Ehl23].  
\(\pi\) [CW23].

\textbf{Ad} [Hea23].  \textit{Aequationem} [Hea22].
\textit{analyse} [GS21].  \textit{Analytical} [Huf23].
\textbf{Answer} [Ayc22].  \textit{Anticipations} [GT23a].
\textbf{Approach} [Bis23, Tou22].  \textbf{Archive} [Huf21a, Huf21b, Huf22a, Huf22b, Sac23b, TGG21, Tou23].  \textbf{Area} [Cur21b, Cur21a].
\textbf{Arteries} [Bis21d].  \textit{Attracting} [Bis21c].

\textbf{Based} [Tou22, BKMP22, BKR22].  \textbf{Basel} [HH22].  \textbf{Binary} [CW23].  \textbf{Blood} [Bis21d].
\textbf{boats} [Bis22d].  \textbf{Bodies} [Bis21c, Cur21a].
\textbf{body} [Bis21b].

\textbf{Calculating} [Hea22].  \textbf{Canada} [D’A21].

\textbf{Caractère} [BF21].  \textbf{Change} [GT22a, Bra22].
\textit{circa} [Ayc22].  \textbf{Class} [Bis22b, Bis22c].
\textbf{Collecting} [TGG21].  \textbf{Collection} [BKMP22, BKR22].  \textbf{Computandi} [Hea22].
\textit{concerning} [Ayc22].  \textbf{Cone} [Cur21b].
\textbf{Cones} [Cur21a].  \textbf{Conical} [Cur21a].
\textbf{considerations} [Ayc22].  \textbf{Contemporaries} [GT21].  \textbf{Contributions} [TG21].
\textbf{Conversations} [GT22a].  \textbf{Correspondence} [Kly22].

\textbf{David} [D’A21].  \textbf{Determining} [Bis21d].
\textbf{Difference} [Ayc23d].  \textbf{Digit} [CW23].
\textbf{Diophante} [GS21].  \textbf{Diophantine} [Ehl23].
\textbf{Duplication} [Ayc23a].

\textbf{Elastica} [Bis23].  \textbf{English}
[BF21, Gal21, Hea23, Hea23, Sac23b].
Equation [Ayc23d, Hea22, Ehl23]. Euler [Ayc21a, Ayc21b, Ayc22, Ayc23a, Ayc23c, Ayc23b, Ayc23d, BKMP22, BKR22, Bis21a, Bis21b, Bis22a, Bis23, BF21, CW23, Cur21b, Dun21, Gal21, GT21, GT23a, GT23b, Kly22, Huf21a, Huf21b, Huf22a, Huf22b, Sac23b, Sac23a, TGG21, Tou21, TG21, Tou23].
Euler-based [BKMP22, BKR22]. Eulerian [Bra21]. Extraction [CW23].
Gamma [Ayc21a, Ayc23a]. Gamma-Function [Ayc23a].
Haemodynamics [Bis21a]. Historical [HH22]. History [D’A21, GS21, TGG21, Tou22]. hypergeometricas [Ayc22].
II [BKR22]. Inclination [Hea23]. Inclinationis [Hea23].
Motion [Bis21d, Bis21c, Hea23, Bis22d]. Motu [Hea23]. multiplication [Ayc21a]. Musical [BF21]. Musique [BF21].
Mutually [Bis21c].
oars [Bis22d]. Observations [Huf23]. Oscillations [Bis22b, Bis22c]. Other [Bis21c, Cur21a, Sac23b].
quelles [GS21]. question [Ayc22].

rational [Ehl23]. Rectilinear [Bis21c].
Review [Bra22, D’A21, Tou22]. rivers [Bis22d].

Sandifer [Bra21]. Scalene [Cur21b, Cur21a]. Schedule [Kly22].
Scholarship [TG21]. Scope [GT23b].
Simple [Ayc23d]. Solution [Ayc23d, Ehl23, SW22]. Solved [Cur21b].
Source [BKMP22, BKR22, Tou22].
Source-Based [Tou22]. Spotlight [Huf21a, Huf21b, Huf22a, Huf22b, Sac23b, Tou23].
Square [SW22]. States [D’A21]. Stirling [Ayc23c]. stochastic [HH22]. Students [BKMP22, BKR22]. Sum [SW22].
Supplementary [Gal21]. Surface [Cur21b, Cur21a]. Suspicious [Sac23a].

Taken [SW22]. Their [SW22]. Theories [BF21]. Three [Bis21c, SW22, Bis21b].
three-body [Bis21b]. Time [SW22]. Today [BKMP22, BKR22]. Translated [Gal21].
Translation [Ayc21b, BF21, GS21, Huf23, Hea22, Hea23].
Translations [Sac23b]. Tuning [BF21]. [Ayc22]
Two [SW22].

United [D’A21]. using [Ehl23].

Variae [Ayc22]. Variation [GT22b, Hea23].
Variational [Bis22a, Bis23]. Variatio
e [Hea23]. Variations [Bra22]. Variety
[GT22b]. Varignon [Cur21b]. Venus
[Sac23a]. Véritable [BF21]. Vol
[D’A21, Tou22].

War [Tou21]. Wartime [Tou21]. Which
[SW22]. Wide [GT23b]. Work [GT23b].
Works [Sac23b, TGG21].

Year [Tou21].

Zitarelli [D’A21].
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